TOOLKIT for
MOVE AGENTS

Welcome to our NWM team.
We are happy to have the opportunity to present to you the events
implementation toolkit created to support the efforts of all motivated
organizations and individuals into organizing successful community events
promoting physical activity and sport.
We hope that you will find the toolkit useful and through it you will be able
to secure achieving the goals of your events.
With best wishes
The NWM team
www.nowwemove.com

What is this toolkit for?
The purpose of this toolkit is to make it easier for you to arrange an event as part
of a professional campaign. This guide suggests what to think about before, during
and after when organizing a NWM event. We hope you find the guide easy to use.
It contains all the NowWeMOVE campaign materials and kits that will help you
plan, create and promote your NWM events and especially MOVE Week.
As in sports, campaigning is most fun when we join forces and work together. The
NowWeMOVE campaign is growing and more people are getting involved. So we
should make sure that we are all working in the same direction.
We hope this guide inspires you and helps you create your ideal MOVE Week
activity.

GOOD LUCK WITH YOUR EVENTS!
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Contents
This toolkit contains tips, tricks and information you
need to know to create a successful NWM and/or
MOVE Week event. It provides guidelines for
funding, promotion and communication materials to
help you create a successful event.
All the graphical elements presented in the toolkit
are available for download at www.moveweek.eu

About ISCA
ISCA - The International Sport and Culture Association, is a global platform open to
organizations working within the field of sport for all, recreational sports and physical
activity. Created in 1995, ISCA cooperates with its 240 member organizations,
international NGOs, and public and private sector stakeholders.
What we do
1. Solutions (knowledge and best practices)
2. Campaigns (NowWeMOVE and beyond)
3. Advocacy
Our Vision: A world of physically active citizens in vibrant civil societies
Our Mission: We build international relations between people, cultures,
organisations and sectors. Seeing sport as a culture of movement, we develop
opportunities for learning, inspiration and action to induce social change

GETTING PEOPLE ACTIVE THROUGH SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT

GETTING PEOPLE ACTIVE THROUGH SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT

MOVE Week – fast facts
Why: to provide solutions to the growing physical inactivity pandemic
Where: across Europe
Who: Sport organisations, cities, communities, clubs, institutions and individuals
How: through community events that further the participation in sport and physical activity amongst
citizens

MOVE Week is the flagship event of the NowWeMOVE campaign and EUROPE’S BIGGEST COMMUNITY SPORT EVENT

So WHAT is MOVE Week?

MOVE Week is the flagship of the NowWeMOVE campaign, and it is staged
annually the Globe and it is a week long event dedicated to physically moving
citizens through providing free and accessible opportunities to them to be
physically active.

When MOVE Week takes place?
MOVE Week usually takes place in the last week of May and/or the first week of
June.

Who coordinates the MOVE Week?
MOVE Week is being coordinated centrally by the International Sport and Culture
Association (ISCA).
MOVE Week is coordinated on the Global level by the NowWeMOVE Campaign
Manager.
On National level MW is coordinated by National Coordinators. The National
Cordinator role is voluntary.

MOVE Agents and their role
National Coordinators work with MOVE Agents. MW events are implemented by
MOVE Agents. MOVE Agents are the STARS of MOVE Week. They are motivated
and dedicated entities promoting physical activity and sport for health. MOVE
Agents positions are voluntary.

MOVE Week Events
During MOVE Week, hundreds of events are taking place simultaneously
across the Globe in a week-long festival of sport and physical activity. As long
as the event gets people active then it is eligible to be part of MOVE Week.

MOVE Week Events

MOVE WEEK EVENTS
MOVE Week events come in all shapes and sizes. They can target a specific
group or be open to all. Size doesn’t matter, the only important thing is, to make
more people move and to celebrate the joy of movement. MOVE Week events
can come in all shapes and sizes.
There is no “one size fits all”. The MOVE Week philosophy is to get people
moving no matte age, background or fitness.
The only rule for MOVE Week events is that they need to be FREE to the
public. A paid event could happen only if it is supporting a cause/charity
and money collected from the event are transferred to the beneficent of
the charity.

MOVE WEEK

EVENTS SCALE

• Local events - organized on a local
level, inviting smaller groups of
people to take part in the event.

• Community events - organized on a
community level.

• Flagship event - large scale events,
involving several organisations and
aimed at many people.

MOVE WEEK

EVENT TYPE

• Open door events – from gyms and clubs to organizations and
community house opening their doors to everybody
• Activities for all events - taking the activities to the public space,
inviting everybody to join, whether it being a run, a walk, or a dance
session. Multisport festivals or one particular event such as a
marathon;
• Tournaments – the key word is competition. Sports, counting steps
etc.
• School and university events - based at kindergadens, schools,
universities
• Office and workplace events - based at offices or workplaces,
• Implemented in special places such as juvenile homes or jail
houses.

MOVE WEEK EVENTS

TARGET GROUPS

MW events can target a specific group such as:
• children,
• women
• or elderly adults,
• people with disabilities

or be open to all.

MOVE WEEK EVENTS

We would like people to find their move, so it is important to have a big variety of
the MOVE Week events. But still, there are some typical event types, which are
presented here. Not because a MOVE Week event have to look like this, but only
to inspire and give a taste of MOVE Week.

MOVE Agents

MOVE Agents – Who are they?
• Wide ranges of promoters of physical activity (who we call MOVE Agents) coordinate
events, including existing and new physical activities, for MOVE Week. MOVE Agents
are the stars of MOVE Week. They make MOVE Week happen.
• MOVE Agents come from members, partners, youth organisations, universities, and so
on. The MOVE Agents are the link between the MOVE Week national coordinators and
other clubs, groups and individuals. MOVE Agents are also the link to many of the
volunteers who are planning and executing the MOVE Week events and activities.
• A MOVE Agent can be a grassroots sport organization, club, school, university,
voluntary group, company, municipality/city or individual who organizes a sport and
physical activity event for MOVE Week.

MOVE Agents – What are they doing?
• It is the MOVE Agent’s job to choose their event type and location. Register it on the
portal at www.moveweek.eu . Gather the team they need to implement it. Promote it in
their communities and oversee it when it unfolds on the day(s).
• A MOVE Agent is a voluntary position. ISCA and the National Coordinators in each
country are dedicated to giving them advice on how to: organize events, work with
volunteers, seek funding and support for their events.
• MOVE Agents receive wide range of free resources in support of their efforts in
organizing MOVE Week activities.

GETTING STARTED

INITIATING YOUR EVENT
This guide suggests some recommendations for the
pre-launch, launch and post-event organization of
MOVE Week. It countains all the NowWeMOVE
campaign materials and kits that will help you plan,
create and promote all events.

TIP: Start by dividing your MOVE Week
efforts into three phases; this can help
you in your planning. You can find the
phases on the next slide.

3 PHASES FOR SUCCESSFUL EVENTS

PREPARE

ENGAGE

CELEBRATE

• Get your MOVE Week team together
• Set team roles and responsibilities
• Involve partners/stakeholders/NGOs in
organising the logistics/connect with
local partner organisations
• Work out your budget
• Create event ideas
• Finalise the plans and put the dates in
your calendar
• Book venues and event licenses
• Put together a communications plan
• Finalise budgets and organise any
equipment or special materials needed
• Start to print posters, stickers, etc.
• Organise translations where required
for communications
• Make a safety and back-up plan
• Recruit volunteers
• Distribute flyers, hang posters and
promote your event wherever possible

• Give regular updates to your team,
supporters and participants in the
lead-up to the event
• Establish team roles and
responsibilities for the day
• Send out general communications
to drive engagement
• Send out press releases to local
media
• Organise someone to take photos
and film on Flip camera
• Keep media active during event
• Take care of volunteers

• Collect numbers of MOVE Week
participants
• Share success story in media
(send out a press release)
• Send a thank you email and share
pictures
• Publish photos and video footage
• Conduct a group evaluation
• Save/collect any media coverage
• Ask for feedback from key
stakeholders
• Save the dates for next year!

PHASE 1

PREPARE

PREPARE
HOW DO I PREPARE MYSELF?
THE PREPARATION OF YOUR EVENT
You want to be a MOVE Agent during MOVE Week. That is the best first step you have made in being
part of the NowWeMOVE campaign.
As you saw a couple of slides ago, there are many things you should think about when you are
organising an event. But of course things can be different for everyone and every event; it all depends
on:
• The size of the event that you are organising (numbers of participants, volunteers, partners)
• Whether you are organising one event or more
• Whether it is spread over more days or if it is a one day event
• If takes place as only one part (i.e. only the physical activity)
• Is consists of several parts (e.g. opening ceremony, the main event, closing ceremony)
On the following slides you will find steps you can take in the preparation phase.

STEP 1

INITIATIVE AND
ORIENTATION

INITIATIVE AND ORIENTATION
THINK OF POSSIBLE EVENTS

COME UP WITH A
GOOD EVENT IDEA

DECIDE TIME
AND DATE

DECIDE
WHERE

OR

CHOOSE AN EXISTING EVENT TO BE A PART OF MOVE WEEK
• Are there any already scheduled public sports or physical activity events that could be a part of MOVE Week?
• Does my organization have any already scheduled events that could be a part of MOVE Week?
• Are there other organizations (sport, youth, student, scout organizations, etc.) with already planned events that could
benefit from being a part of MOVE Week?
• Which local areas normally attract many people and could therefore be an obvious option to place an event during
MOVE Week (squares, parks, main streets or pedestrian zones etc.)?
• Get inspired by other MOVE Agents by reading their inspirational stories.

INITIATIVE AND ORIENTATION
AND NOW TAKE ACTION
Before you take the initiative and start taking action, make sure that you have written a short action plan
on paper in advance. This plan makes it clear, both to yourself and other parties, what MOVE Week will
broadly entail and yield for you. This will make it easy for other stakeholders to give their opinion and
perhaps add extra details to the initial plan.
You can also use this plan as a starting point or “talking piece” for the first meeting between the group
working on the event. It will serve as a guide that will be gradually transformed into a project which can
be measured to gauge its impact after the event.

CHECKLIST INITIATIVE AND ORIENTATION
1. Find an existing activity in your area or establish a new activity
2. Gather interest from stakeholders in your community
3. Learn about other MOVE Agents’ experiences
4. Draft your MOVE Week action plan

STEP 2

KICK-OFF
MEETING

KICK-OFF MEETING
INTERNAL KICK-OFF MEETING
The internal kick-off meeting will symbolize the start of your MOVE Week event preparations.
It signals the time when all stakeholders show their commitment to working together to organize activities
that will make your event a great success.
You can organize a kick-off meeting together with the other stakeholders.
If you are working with the municipality then this group could include: the councilor, officers or coordinators
for sport or community events and the municipality's communications officers. Sit around the table with this
group and discuss important links you could utilize or engage within your community (see Step 1 Initiative
and Orientation).
When you feel you have confirmed enough support during the internal kick-off meeting and have agreed on
how to proceed, you can seek to recruit other parties to participate in organizing your MOVE Week
event.
That means it is time to go out with your idea and invite external partners, organizations and other people
who are active in community sports.

KICK-OFF MEETING
EXTERNAL KICK-OFF MEETING
Invite local parties to an external kick-off meeting
This is a great opportunity for you to recruit the people/organizations that you have discussed at your
internal kick-off meeting.
Potential partners that could be invited to this meeting include:
- Companies
- sports centers
- physiotherapists
- schools and other parties who have an interest in the sport and health sector
They could offer to provide, host or support your activities during MOVE Week.
The aim of this meeting is to introduce MOVE Week
- Discuss your action plan briefly, outlining your goals and all other relevant information.
- You can use our sample PowerPoint presentation at your meeting, which you can find on the
NowWeMOVE website.

KICK-OFF MEETING
EXTERNAL KICK-OFF MEETING

CHECKLIST KICK-OFF MEETINGS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Organise an internal kick-off meeting
Recruit partners during the internal kick-off meeting
Decide whether or not you want to organize an external kick-off meeting
If you decide not to organize an external meeting, you can send the partners an informative
(news) letter inviting them to participate
If you do organize a meeting, then you can send a written invitation to the potential partners you
want to invite.
Organize your external kick-off meeting (if planned)
Prepare an agenda and PowerPoint presentation for the external kick-off meeting
After the external kick-off meeting send a description of the topics discussed to the participants

STEP 3

CREATING
PROJECT GROUP

CREATING PROJECT GROUP
PROJECT GROUP

After you have held your external kick-off meeting and have established who is willing to be involved, you
can start forming your project group. Because a local sports week cannot be achieved by one person
alone. Several people are needed – people who feel connected to your event and have experience, a
network, knowledge and expertise.
A good project group consists of a combination of people with different competences.
Who do you want in your project group?
Which competences do you need? Which partner organisations do you need to succeed? Which people
from your own network can contribute?
Form a small group of people and make a division of tasks.
You’ll need to have a project leader who has overall responsibility for the event and can give regular
overviews of its progress. The other members of the project group can refer to the project leader if they
have questions or need advice.

CREATING PROJECT GROUP
PROJECT GROUP
TIME FOR ACTION!
Once the project group has been formed and all members are content with their roles, tasks and responsibilities,
you should organise your first meeting as soon as possible.
The purpose of this meeting to introduce the members of the project group to each other and acquaint them with
the project. Then you can get started with organizing your MOVE Week event.
Plan the next meeting in your calendar straight away and set deadlines for your first tasks.
You can also create, for example, a Facebook group where you share updates with each other. You can use
others tools as TRELLO where you can share a list of items to achieve.

CHECKLIST CREATING PROJECT GROUP
1. Determine which competences are needed for the project.
2. Start recruiting project team members.
3. Form your project group.
4. Appoint a project leader.
5. Introduce project team members to each other.
6. Allocate tasks based on competences and connections.

RECRUIT VOLUNTEERS
Volunteers are the best ambassadors you can get, and it is good to have some dedicated people who
can help and support you in creating a great event. It is a good idea to start by imagining the target group
(young people, senior citizens, etc.) for the event you are about to create and then try to involve
volunteers who reflect the target group.
Start by inviting people in your network to be volunteers. Send out e-mails to your friends, to the
organisations you work with, to your fellow students, to your colleagues and other places where you can
find dedicated people. Ask them to be part of a great event where they are needed and tell them that they
can get experience in organising big events. Make it clear that it is easy and fun to be a volunteer, and
remember to be kind and open.

RECRUIT VOLUNTEERS
WHERE TO RECRUIT VOLUNTEERS
•Local sports organisations
•Local scout organisations
•Local youth or student organisations
•Organisations for senior citizens
•Culture and health departments of local governments or municipalities
•Aid organisations working with vulnerable people or people with disabilities
•Social workers at day care centres
•Teachers at local schools
•Local schools and universities
•Red Cross

CHECKLIST VOLUNTEERS AND STAFF
1. Calculate the required capacity (i.e. size and type of volunteer group)
2. Make an inventory of schools, clubs or other sources of volunteers in the area
3. Recruit students or others willing to participate
4. Draft internships, if required, and approach potential interns early
5. Appoint mentors

STEP 4

PROJECT PLAN

PROJECT PLAN
A project plan, or action plan, outlines the main tasks/agreements for
implementing a project.
A project plan usually consists of the following elements:
- Description of the event
- Mission/vision
- Objectives, preferably formulated using the SMART approach.
- Target group
- Event preparation tasks
- Logistic
- Administration and funds
- Budget
- Communications and media strategy
- Commercial and sponsorship
- Rules, regulations, insurances, security
- Tasks to carry out on the day
- Follow-up/evaluation
The above points are further elaborated in the following steps and the task given to the project
team members.
When writing a project you can be the best bet that it is also used for external purposes such as
a grant or fundraising.
The project should be by the parties at any time.
You can find an example of project plan template here.

STEP 5

COMMUNICATION
PLAN

COMMUNICATION PLAN
AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT: COMMUNICATE!
The success of a local event is largely determined by a successful communications approach!
It is important to have a good communications plan when organising a project. Clearly define who you want
to reach, what your message is and how you want to convey it.
A communications plan includes the following elements :
- Goals
- Target groups
- Messages
- Materials/channels
- Quantity/frequency of communication
Good communication will enhance the reach of and engagement in your event. Remember that a
communication plan does not have to be complicated or time consuming.
Utilise existing communication channels that can be linked directly to your organisation’s website.
Find out if you can advertise your events on sports clubs’ websites/magazines or in sports retailers’
advertising leaflets.
With minimal use of communication you can achieve a lot!

COMMUNICATION PLAN
AN ESSENTIAL ELEMENT: COMMUNICATE!
NowWeMOVE has developed several flyer and poster templates which you can customise with your local
messages.
The MOVE Week logo and images are free to use for the promotion of your event!
What are the communication channels used ?
• Own communication channels : www.moveweek.eu ; www.nowwemove.com ; blog.nowwemove.com ;
European NWM Facebook page, Pinterest and Instagram ; ISCA and YouTube Channels, Twitter
• Partner’s channels – Country specific MOVE Week websites, your websites
• Paid advertisement – Google adq, FB Promotions
• Flash Mobs around Europe

CHECKLIST COMMUNICATION PLAN
1. A communication plan, including the following elements, must be established:
• Determine objectives (what are the with your messages?)
• Determine which resources you can use to achieve ? (messages do you want to convey?)
• Determine target groups (who do you want reach e your communications goals
• Write a communication plan

STEP 6

PUBLIC
RELATIONS

PUBLIC RELATIONS
Public relations (PR) is about promoting your event nationally as a part of something great – an international
campaign (NowWeMOVE) to get 100 million more Europeans active in sport and physical activity by 2020 –
and getting the media on board. It is also a good opportunity to tell the story of your organisation, your event
and your community.
Our public relations toolkits will help you generate publicity. The toolkits can be downloaded at
www.moveweek.eu and www.nowwemove.com They consist of the following:

TEMPLATE FOR PRESS RELEASES
• Space to describe your angle/event
• NowWeMOVE campaign description
• Quotes
• Facts, numbers and contacts

PUBLIC RELATIONS
FINDING THE RIGHT ANGLE FOR LOCAL MEDIA

Be creative when promoting your event. A good story may feature the size of an event or a new trend. It’s
easier to create attention when something is new and spectacular.
Local events with PR potential could include:
• Social incentives to gather people in a local community or a city
• Numbers + Figures + Statistics
• Innovative events that unfold in an alternative way, such as aerobics at a museum or a football game at the
town hall square
• New activities or trends in the field of sport and physical activity
• Large events with many participants
• Participation of celebrities
• Flash mob*
*Read more about the flash mob at www.moveweek.eu/flashmob
Check more information for PR on the bottom of the presentation* ! ( See more on slide 57 - 58 )

PUBLIC RELATIONS
3 PHASES TO GET MEDIA COVERAGE
There is no guaranty to have your event covered by local media, but you can increase the
chance to get publicity by following these three steps:

BEFORE

• Send a press release in good
time before the event
• Give a clear description of the
event and make it clear to

DURING

• Take good care of the local

telling that the event was a

cover your event.

success

• Take some good photos and
make sure the

for them to attend

NowWeMOVE logo appears

follow up to the press release

• Send out a press release

journalists if they show up to

journalists when it will be good
• Call the local journalists as a

AFTER

on the photo along with a lot
of people moving together

• Attach some photos the
newspapers could use
• Call the local journalists as a
follow up to the press release

STEP 7

EVENT
PROMOTION

EVENT PROMOTION
4 PHASES TO PROMOTE YOUR EVENT
To create a successful event, it is important to promote it so the participants know that it is going
to happen, where it is and when. You have four main options to promote your event:

SOCIAL MEDIA
• Post the event link from
moveweek.eu on
Facebook and share
with your contacts
• Post updates about your
event on the official
NowWeMOVE
Facebook page and
remember to target your
country*

NETWORK
• Invite your friends to
participate
• Send out
SMS/WHATSAPP/VIBER
invitations
• E-mail people you know
and encourage them to
come along and bring
their friends

OUTDOOR
• Use the templates on
moveweek.eu to print
posters you can hang up
at the library, the local
gym, etc.
• Print out flyers and hand
them out at places where
there are a lot of passers
by

* See how to do it here: https://facebook.com/help/352402648173466
** Available moveweek.eu

LOCAL MEDIA
• Use the PR-kit** to send
out press releases
• Call local media and tell
them about the event
• Invite local media and
encourage them to take
pictures

EVENT PROMOTION
STEPS TO GET YOUR EVENT ON THE NOWWEMOVE WEBSITE
1

GO TO THE WEBSITE MOVEWEEK.EU/COUNTRY

2

CLICK I WANT TO BECOME A MOVE AGENT

3

CREATE YOUR MOVE AGENT ACCOUNT

4

FOLLOW STEPS 1, 2 AND 3

5

CLICK CREATE EVENT AND CHOOSE HOW TO PROMOTE

6

THEN EVENT IS PROMOTED ON THE PLATFORM

SOCIAL MEDIA
CLICK ON BUTTONS…

#Share pictures

#Share videos

#Share pictures
#Like

#Share
#Engage
#Like
#Follow

Linkedin
#Personal « Brand » promotion
#Networking
#Tell your MOVE Week Story
#Share pictures
#Like

#Update news
#E-mail
#Connect

#Tweet
#Follow

@ …and share photos and text on the web
#NowWeMOVE
#MOVEWeek
#ISCA

DIGITAL STRATEGY
SOCIAL MEDIA
OBJECTIVES
•
•
•
•

To promote moveweek.eu
To promote MOVE Week events
To promote national coordinators
To promote nowwemove.com and
blog.nowwemove.cqm’s content

•
•

To increase your online user base (social fans, web
traffic)
To maintain high engagement rate (like, share,
comment)

HOW DO ?

Linkedin
•
•
•

•
•

Post in the morning
Post everyday from monday to
friday
Create a group around importance
of physical activity and employee
productivity in your country
Join relevant groups
Grow your network with people you
want to talk to/to influence
(partners, politicians, fundraising
prospects)

Twitter

Facebook CONTENT
•
•
•
•

Post in early afternoon / Best days
are Thursday and friday
Entertain – Fun physcical activity
videos
Educate – Tip: Daily move
Inform – main channel of
communication on Facebook

•
•

•
•

Post in best time of the day :
12:00 and 6pm
Use the hastags :
#moveweek ; #nowwemove ;
#beactive
Blog.NowWeMove.com
Campaign information as it
happens

TOOLS AND TEMPLATES
1 YOU CAN FIND TEMPLATES @ MOVEWeek.eu/tools
2 FIND LOCAL PRODUCER FOR MATERIALS
3 DOWNLOAD TEMPLATES @ MOVEWeek.eu/tools
4 CHOOSE MATERIALS, CREATE YOUR OWN DESIGN
5 ADD YOUR OWN LOGOS
6 PRODUCE MATERIALS ON TIME

TOOLS AND TEMPLATES
DOWNLOAD TEMPLATES

Besides the MOVE Week toolkits, we provide a broad range of templates to promote your event and to
help you invite people to join in. You can find the tools and templates at
http://www.moveweek.eu/resources/toolkits. The templates have space for individual text to promote
your event. Feel free to download, print and use the following:

• Practical inspiration for Move Agents (case profiles of MW
activities implemented in the 2013 and 2014 editions)
• Visual identity graphical guidelines
• FlashMOVE Toolkit
• Fundraising tools
• MOVEment pills : direct marketing toolkit and dedicated
YouTube channel; Panna event organisation toolkit
• Media and PR Templates
• Campaign materials design : t-shirt, bracelets, posters, banners,
folders, roll-ups, guerilla marketing materials
• Dedicated guides of approching companies, cities, schools

TOOLS AND TEMPLATES
DOWNLOAD TEMPLATES

At MoveWeek.eu/tools you’ll find logos, fonts and a
number of photos. They are at your free disposal when
you create your local MOVE Week event.
• Use the logo on campaign materials, such as T-shirts,
posters, etc. We recommend orange T-shirts for print,
but it is not compulsory.
• Use the photos on your Facebook event page, for
brochures, flyers, etc.
• Download logos and photos at: MoveWeek.eu/tools

STEP 8

BUDGET

FUNDING
A MOVE Week event does not have to cost much money to stage. By making use of existing channels and
tools you can get a long way relatively cheaply. You can consider creating your own website, newsletter and
community pages through Facebook or connect to our national webpages.
To activate as many participants during your MOVE Week event as possible it is advisable to at least have a
small budget available for additional communication or additional activities. Without sponsorship or in-kind
services, your event will most likely be small, but even a small event is a big success. If there is a municipal
budget available for local events, try to apply for some funding that way.
Work out your budget based on any available funds and estimated costs.
Click here to access the document “How to seek a sponsor”.

CHECKLIST BUDGET
1. Determine the costs that are going to be incurred
2. Determine the funds needed to cover the costs
3. Determine the resources needed in case they can be provided in-kind by sponsors
4. Prepare your budget
5. Solicit companies/organisations/foundations/ clubs for sponsorship

STEP 9

SPONSORSHIP
AND FUNDING

SPONSORSHIP AND FUNDING
HOW TO SEEK RESOURCES FROM
FOUNDATIONS AND/OR SPONSORS
Find information about how seek resources and funding here
(“How to seek sponsor”).

Local
authoritie
s

MAKE YOUR EVENT
COMMUNITY WIDE
MOVE Week is also about gathering local communities. Making your
MOVE Week event a community-wide initiative is a sure way to make
your MOVE Week event a success.
Ask the local grocery to provide drinks for the participants and show
their logo on the poster and at the event. Ask the local school to
participate and put up posters at the school. Think of other
organisations that could have an interest in being part of MOVE Week.

CHECKLIST SPONSORSHIP
1. Determine the strategy: what can we obtain and what
compensation can we offer to potential sponsors
2. Target potential companies
3. Develop sponsorship file
4. Monitoring of commitments

Local
traders

MOVE
Week
event

Schools
and
universitie
s

Local
organisation
s

PHASE 2

ENGAGE

ENGAGE
ALMOST THERE!

TIME TO ENGAGE AND GET READY!
The last weeks before your event will be intense, so your project group will
need to meet more often to be sure that everything is ready.
• Make sure that you have taken all the steps to get the most out of your event.
• Make plan outlining team roles and responsibilities that will be implemented on the day.
Write a clear schedule stating who is in charge of what and at which time.
• Get your MOVE Week T-shirts, stickers and gadgets ready to hand out.
• Try to engage more and more participants in the build-up to the event. Send out
communications messages to drive engagement, go around in town and activate your
networks.
• Determine who is taking photos and film on Flip camera during the event.
• Determine who will welcome the invited media and take care of them during the event.
• Send out press releases and keep social media channels updates before and during the
event.
• Determine who is taking care of the volunteers and keeping them well informed.

LAST STEPS
LAST WEEK

DAILY SCHEDULE
ACTIVITIES
You decide what your activity/activities will be during the preparation phase.
During this phase you should make sure everything is ready to implement the event in your town/city/county.
FOR INSPIRATION, READ OUR SUCCESS STORIES FROM MOVE WEEK 2013 AT THE END OF THIS
DOCUMENT.
Or check MoveWeek.eu/cities to see which events have been registered by other 2014 MOVE Agents.
Create a daily schedule for you and your team so that they know where and when they need to be working.
This schedule must be clear for every one that is part of the event (project group/volunteers) so that
they can refer to it if they have questions. Time planning and allocating responsibilities is very important.
If you work together with sports clubs, schools, swimming pools etc., make sure that they know what they
need to do and at what time!

CHECKLIST ACTIVITIES AND DAILY SCHEDULE
1. Create an inventory of collaborative partners and staff
2. Register your event at moveweek.eu
3. Draw up a daily schedule in the weeks leading up to the event and for the event itself
4. Distribute the schedule to everyone involved in the event

BRIEF THE VOLUNTEERS
In order to ensure that your event will proceed as planned, it’s important to give every volunteer
a detailed description of the event and the tasks they have. Use the following questions as
inspiration to give them a proper briefing:

EVENT BRIEF
• What is the overall purpose of the event?
• What is going to happen before, during and after the event step-by-step?
• On what date will the event take place and for how long?
• What is the address and the meeting point?
• What preparations need to be made?
• How many volunteers will help out at the event?

TASK BRIEF
• Which specific tasks are required?
• When does the volunteer’s tasks begin and how long do they last?
• What clothes should the volunteer wear/bring?
• What will the volunteer be served to eat and drink?
• Who can they refer to if they have any questions?

TREAT THE VOLUNTEERS WELL
HOW TO GIVE THE VOLUNTEERS A GOOD EXPERIENCE
Participating in a MOVE Week event should be a great, positive and memorable experience
for everybody. Use the following as inspiration to make sure your volunteers get the most out
of your event:
• The experience should first of all be fun and rewarding for the volunteers.
• Treat the volunteers as colleagues, not as employees – and remember that they don’t get
paid for their work.
• Appreciate and thank them for their effort before, during and after the event.
• Be flexible and open towards the volunteers’ resources and wishes (how much time they
can donate, when they can participate and what they wish to do)
• Find out what their skills are and use them for what they are good at (some are good
coordinators, some are good with PR, some have great people skills, some have experience
with social media, etc.).
• To avoid too much strain, an event should have as many hands allocated as needed –
you might even say that too many is better than too few. A rule-of-thumb is always to recruit
10% more volunteers than needed to make sure you have enough hands in case of last
minute cancellations.
• Download the volunteer certificate at moveweek.eu, fill out the certificates and hand them
out to the volunteers at the conclusion of the event.

EVENT CHECKLIST
Decide on your event, time and place
Invite and engage partners
If needed, apply for funding and/or sponsorship
If needed, apply for permission to host your event
Create your event and promote it through social media, PR, your networks
Recruit and inform volunteers
Take pictures and celebrate

BOOST THE ORGANISATION OF THE EVENT
Tools that might be useful
§ Establish a retroplanning with the date of the event (logistic + promotional
plan + responsabilities)
§ Event organisation - centralized and shared list : « Trello, Excel, Google
Sheets »
§ Check the logistics (insurances, security…)
§ In case of need, booking reservation for the participants
§ Creation of facebook page, twitter account
Mobile application for mobile : (ex: https://guidebook.com/)
§ Organisation of interventions : to recruit speakers via email, phone
Establish a document sharing space : Google Drive, Dropbox…
• Anticipation of welcoming participants : signs and arrowrs may be put up,
documentations…
• Rent equipment : microphone, speaker , furniture, projector…

PHASE

CELEBRATE

CELEBRATE

TAKE PICTURES
TAKE VIDEO
WRITE PRESS RELEASES
#SHARE NowWeMOVE
#SHARE MOVE Week
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CLOSING DOWN
HOW TO REPORT YOUR EVENTS
After MOVE Week, the NowWeMove Communications and Marketing team will get in touch with all
the registered MOVE Agents in order to collect information and feed back about their MOVE Week
experiences, including:
• Estimation of the number of events and participants
• Assess whether objectives have been achieved
• Feedback to the NowWeMOVE team
• Any coverage the event received (media clippings, TV audience, estimated reach, etc.)
This information is not only gathered for development of next year’s MOVE Week, but also needed
to fulfil monitoring and reporting requirements for the funders of MOVE Week. The collected
information and statistics will also be used for future funding applications for MOVE Week.

PREPARE FOR NEXT YEAR
• Evaluate the events: Which successes should we repeat and what should be avoided for next year’s MOVE
Week, regarding planning, creating and promoting processes and events?
• Share your good experiences and advice from this year’s MOVE Week
• Give next year’s MOVE Week some thoughts: Which events should take place next year and how can you be
prepared?
• Thank the volunteers. If relevant, ask them if you can stay in touch about next year’s MOVE Week events.

* MORE INFORMATION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PREPARATION FOR GOOD PR
•

Define your key messages in the very beginning

•

Involve appropriate partners to amplify your efforts

•

Choose the elements of your event in a way to boost your PR efforts

KEY MESSAGE
•

•

USEFUL INSTRUMENTS

Make more people aware that

•

Institutions

•

Data base

PA is important for their well-

•

Celebrities

•

Photos

being

•

NGO’s

•

Videos with Copy right

Demonstrate that it’s easy to

•

Media

exercice
•

INVOLVE PARTNERS

Invite more people to join on

*MORE INFORMATION
PUBLIC RELATIONS
PREPARATION FOR GOOD PR
TIMELINE

What to do

Before the event

Date, place, timing, invite the partners

8 weeks

Media database

6 weeks

Send invitations to media, agree, partners

4 weeks

First phone follow-up

2 weeks

Send reminder

1 week

Second phone follow up

2 days

Rehearsal

1 day

Third phone follow up, hosting the press

The day

BASIC PR DOCUMENTS
•

NowWeMOVE press info

•

NowWeMOVE initiatives – general

•

Questions and possible answers –
what would media want to know

infos

•

Approved photos

•

ISCA info

•

Links to relevant videos in YouTube

•

Speakers’s bio

If you have any questions please contact your National Coordinator.
Find the contact information here: moveweek.eu/contact

